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INTRODUCTION
Strategic Plans serve organizations by establishing a roadmap for the immediate future for the network - a tool
for all stakeholders to align on direction, milestones and accountabilities that will best achieve the network’s
purpose.
As decentralized structures whose existence is in service to a dynamic membership with evolving priorities,
networks also need planning to align direction, and to grow infrastructure needed to support member needs.
Given the nature of networks, the resulting plans are inherently less structured than formal organizational
Strategic Plans, but the planning process is essential.
This RCE Greater Atlanta Roadmap plots a path forward for the growth of our
network. It reﬂects on our formative vision, and seeks to provide just enough direction
and structure to propel us forward in our advancement of education and action on the
UN Sustainable Development Goals, while allowing space for the growing membership
to explore emergent opportunities for impact in our rapidly changing world.

...plans are
useless but
planning is
indispensable

--Dwight Eisenhower

This Roadmap and the accompanying Governance Guidelines together provide guidance for moving forward
over the next two years.
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CONTEXT: HISTORY
How did we get here?
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2017 - WHY DO WE NEED AN RCE?
●

UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
establish imperative for cross-sectoral action

●

With no formal, cross-sectoral sustainability
network in Atlanta, regional higher education
leaders begin exploring UN Global RCE
Networks as a scaffold for education & action
collaboration

●

GT, Emory & Spelman spearhead stakeholder
sessions to gauge regional interest and value in
applying for local RCE network designation

●

Stakeholders across higher education, business,
government, nonproﬁt sectors and community
say YES!

OUR VISION
ABUNDANT
ASSETS

GLOBALLY-RECOGNIZED

● Strong community
sustainability
leadership
● Civil rights history
● Higher ed/HBCUs
● Corporate HQs &
Logistics, Fintech,
Entertain. industries
● International NGOs

REGIONALLY-RELEVANT
CROSS-SECTOR

RCE NETWORK AS
BRIDGE

CRIPPLING
INEQUITIES
● Greatest income
disparities in US
● Compounded energy,
water, transportation,
housing and health
burdens
● Rapid gentriﬁcation
● TOO MANY
vulnerable left behind

CIVIL RIGHTS LEGACY &
CLIMATE CHANGE URGENCY

NEW FOCUS ON
ALL SDGs
Recognizing that all 17 SDGs have
relevance for our region, we are no
longer prioritizing the 7 SDGs
previously identiﬁed as most
important for Greater Atlanta (1, 2,
3, 4, 9, 11, 13).
Instead, we will now prioritize using
an equity and justice lens for all of
our SDG work – regardless of the
SDGs we are focused on.

CONTEXT: STRUCTURE
Social Impact Networks
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HOW ARE NETWORKS
DIFFERENT FROM
ORGANIZATIONS?
DECENTRALIZED

ORGANIZATIONS
CENTRALIZED
BOARD & STAFF DRIVEN

MEMBER-DRIVEN
DISTRIBUTED

ADAPTIVE

GENERATIVE

HIERARCHICAL
ADDRESSING SINGULAR
ISSUES

NETWORKS
adapted from Connecting to Change the World by Peter Plastrik, Madeleine
Taylor, & John Cleveland. Learn more about Networks in this Nonproﬁt
Quarterly Article

HOW SOCIAL IMPACT NETWORKS
EVOLVE

adapted from Connecting to Change the World by Peter Plastrik, Madeleine Taylor, & John Cleveland

Network evolution is
rarely linear nor one
directional, but there
are clear phases of
development

CONNECTING

Network creates value by
helping members exchange
information, build trust &
ﬁnd informal collaborators

ALIGNING
Members build
on connections to
ﬁnd common ground &
commit to supporting network
infrastructure

PRODUCING

Network organizes
towards joint
action, requiring
commitments &
decisions on roles,
responsibilities,
measures of
success.

PURPOSE
Aligning Towards Goals
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Our RCE network is
designated by UN
University to
advance education
and action on
the global
SDGs.
Our Roadmap
reﬂects our regional
approach to use
SDGs as a framework
to connect our regional
assets with our greatest
needs & opportunities

GLOBAL SDGs + RCE

Education for
Sustainable
Development
(ESD) for 2030

Regional RCE Mission +
Goals

Ultimate
Outcomes

Regional RCE
Strategies

Achieving
Goals

Regional RCE
Objectives

Measures of
Progress

Regional
RCE
Activities

Steps Toward
Objectives

UN RCE GLOBAL OBJECTIVES
Updated Education for Sustainable Development for 2030

1. Advancing policy
2. Transforming learning and training
environments
3. Building capacities of educators and trainers
4. Empowering and mobilizing youth
5. Accelerating sustainable solutions at the local
level

RCE GREATER ATLANTA MISSION
RCE Greater Atlanta is a network committed to
leveraging educational resources for regional
implementation of the global Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs), with a focus on equity
and justice.
Our members, representing all sectors of community,
business, government and civil society, contribute to
the creation of an inclusive and collaborative
community that advances SDG knowledge and action
and nurtures strong youth leadership for a healthy
and just region.

RCE GREATER ATLANTA GUIDING
PRINCIPLES
1. We build intergenerational relationships for the long term, to sustain change in
the region and the world.
2. We acknowledge the disparities experienced across SDGs, regionally, as a result
of our discriminatory history, and commit to advancing equity as a core network
imperative.
3. We all have knowledge, skills and assets to contribute. Our RCE network provides
structure to build on these gifts to work together to advance our RCE Greater
Atlanta goals.
4. Each activity we do is led by members and advances their core work in unique
ways by incorporating contributions from other members from different sectors,
generations, and backgrounds.
5. We commit to being SDG advocates within our organizations and circles of
inﬂuence, investing in our youth, and expanding the network.

RCE GREATER ATLANTA GOALS
Advance
SDG
Knowledge
& Action

Model
Inclusive &
Collaborative
Community

Nurture
Strong
Youth
Leadership
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GOAL 1: Advance Greater SDG Knowledge
& Action
STRATEGY A: Elevate priority SDG annually
RCE Greater Atlanta ultimately exists to facilitate greater SDG
knowledge and action - elevating and advancing our regional
sustainable development priorities while contributing to the global
goals.
We leverage the extensive expertise of our members across all
sectors to build a greater knowledge of our region’s most pressing
sustainable development opportunities and solutions.
We elevate existing actions of our members across all SDGs, and
catalyze new multi-sector collaborations that accelerate sustainable
outcomes.
By highlighting a priority SDG annually, we amplify our many voices
to better reach new audiences and deepen learning and action.

2020-21 PRIORITY
In lieu of focusing on
one SDG, we will
focus on using the
SDGs to address
COVID-19, shining a
special light on equity
and justice impacts
and solutions

GOAL 2: Model Inclusive & Collaborative
Community
STRATEGY B. Create opportunities to build an
intergenerational and interracial network and
governance that ensures grassroots voices are elevated
Given the deep past and present inequities that hamper our region’s
ability to address its sustainability challenges, RCE Greater Atlanta is
explicit in the need to ground network infrastructure and governance in
diversity, equity, inclusion and racial justice.
We seek to build an inclusive and collaborative community among those
most impacted by injustice, and those beneﬁting from great privilege.
We set expectations that all convenings and actions of the network
embody this commitment, and provide opportunities for establishing
diverse (racial, gender, sexual orientation, generational, geographic,
socio-economic, cross-sectoral) personal connections, building trust and
holding each other accountable.

GOAL 3: Nurture Strong Youth Leadership
STRATEGY C: Facilitate youth participation and
leadership in the network and structure for mentoring
Youth Networks are essential components of RCEs around the world.
As the Youth Network for RCE Greater Atlanta sets its own approach
for advancing SDG learning and action, and building inclusive and
collaborative community, we commit to supporting this next
generation of global sustainability leaders, ages K-20s.
We expect members to support youth engagement in our learning,
action and community-building, and to facilitate commitment of their
organizations to youth mentoring.
We expect higher education institutions to establish internal structures
to support student participation in RCE and Youth Network activities.

STRUCTURE
Scaffolding to support members
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GOVERNANCE EVOLUTION
Evolving so that form follows function
Original Governance concept from
fall 2017 UN RCE application

Proposed Governance

Outer - Advisory
Council

Action
Group
Action
Group
LEADERSHIP
CIRCLE
Action
Group

Middle - Steering Committee seats for all higher ed
institutions, NGO, business & governmental agencies
Center - Higher ed institution co-chairs

Action
Group

Action
Group

Just enough structure to
support network function
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GOVERNANCE EVOLUTION
Evolving so that form follows function
RCE GAtl Leadership Circle
Action
Group
Action
Group
LEADERSHIP
CIRCLE
Action
Group

Action
Group

Action
Group

●
●
●
●

●

New terms/leaders begin in 2020
Staggered terms to maintain historical memory
Monthly meetings
Seats for Action Group representatives, interested
higher ed reps, other interested members via open
nomination process
Designated roles for Youth, and leaders committed
to spearheading core network functions like:
○ Connecting & Storytelling
○ Equity, Diversity, Racial Justice Capacity Bldg
○ Membership
○ Revenue development
○ Network Principle Implementation
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WORK GROUP EVOLUTION
WORK--->ACTION GROUPS
EXISTING
WORK GROUPS
Networking
Environmental
Justice Academy
K-12 Engagement &
SDG Curriculum
Development
Higher Ed Learning
Community
Business
Engagement
Youth Network

NEW ACTION GROUPS
Have a project that can be done better with
other members than alone? If it can…
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Advance your work as project lead
Advance at least 1 of our 3 Network Goals
Embody our Network principles
Bring together stakeholders from multiple sectors
Build intergenerational and interracial relationships
among RCE members
Actively recruit and engage youth (K-20s) to participate
and lead
Engage/support existing community projects (not
re-inventing or duplicating community efforts)

then bring it to an Action Group to develop it
(or create a new Action Group if needed)!
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TRANSITION PLAN
● September 2020 - Action Groups and projects proposed;
Membership and Leadership Circle applications released
- due in early October
● October 2020 - Review Action Group and project
proposals, membership and Leadership Circle
applications; ﬁnalize memos and additional documents
to pass on to Leadership Circle
● November 2020 - Hold virtual social gathering to install
new Leadership Circle, thank departing SC members,
and welcome members

QUESTIONS, SUGGESTIONS?
The Strategic Planning process was led by RCE member Suzanne Burnes from
Collective Wisdom Group with Jennifer Hirsch from Georgia Tech and other RCE
Leadership. If you have questions or suggestions, please contact:
Suzanne Burnes
Collective Wisdom Group
suzanne@collectivewisdomgroup.com

Jennifer Hirsch
Georgia Tech
jennifer.hirsch@gatech.edu

